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Staron® Solid Surfaces created by technology leader Samsung, is manufactured from a natural mineral refined 

from bauxite and blended with pure acrylic resin. Staron® Solid Surfaces are suitable not only for commercial 

projects, but for endless applications around the home including kitchens, bathrooms and laundries.

Flexible in Design

With a range of over 80 colours to select from, Staron® offers the most extensive range of solid surface in 

Australia. Staron® is both aesthetically and functionally pleasing. It can be thermoformed into flowing curves 

or sculpted into any shape imaginable. The flexibility of Staron® extends to limitless edge profiles, drop down 

edges, splashbacks and tile coves. Selected Staron® colours are also translucent and can be backlit to bring 

your design to life.

 

Repairable, Hygienic & Durable

The non-porous nature of Staron® provides a surface that no stain can penetrate - providing a durable benchtop 

that is hygienic and easy to clean. Staron® is also repairable and renewable. Even after years of use it can 

simply be sanded, thus restored back to its original condition. Staron® does not have any finishing polishes or 

sealers applied, it is the same solid material throughout its thickness. Because of this nature, every wipe to 

your benchtop will rejuvenate the surface.

Seamless

Staron® is seamless – it creates long and wide continuing surfaces with no open or conspicuous joins. With a 

collection of integrated Staron® kitchen sinks and vanity bowls – a seamless benchtop space can be created. 

No dirt trapping joins or crevices to clean, just one continuous surface that looks and performs like one piece.

Samsung 10-Year Limited Warranty

Staron® is an affordable quality solid surface backed by a Samsung 10-Year Warranty for peace of mind. 

Staron® is a homogeneous and solid mineral-filled acrylic polymer material so that it is easy and convenient 

to care for and maintain. Simple routine maintenance is required to keep it looking new and fresh. For full 

warranty details, and to register your warranty visit www.staron.com.au. 

 

ABOUT STARON®
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SEAMLESS DURABLE CREATIVECover image and this page: Benchtop features Staron® in colour Bright White. 
Kitchens by Pedini – www.pedini.com.au



KITCHEN
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Images below - left to right: 
1. Custom made integrated Staron® kitchen sink with benchtop in Staron® colour: Bright White.
2. Kitchen featuring Staron® benchtops including an island bench in Staron® colour: Bright White. Design by Find & Design.
3. Standard A1181 integrated Staron®  sink and benchtop in Staron®  colour: Bright White.

Staron® is virtually seamless. Joined with a special Staron® adhesive – it creates long and wide continuing 

surfaces with no open or visible joins making it the perfect surface solution for the most used material in the 

kitchen - the benchtop. 

With a selection of four single and three double kitchen sinks – a seamless and totally integrated kitchen 

benchtop space can be created. You can even create your own design to fit the specific needs of your project. 

No dirt trapping joins or crevices to clean, just one continuous surface that looks and acts like one piece.

The renewable nature of Staron® means that after years of use, the surface can be sanded, restoring it back 

to its original condition. Due to it’s nature, every wipe to the kitchen benchtop will rejuvenate the surface. 

Whites will stay white due to the non-porous nature as no stain is ever permanent, as well as a strong and 

renowned UV stability.

Staron® is kinder on dishes and quieter when it comes to impact of glasses, crockery and cutlery.  It also 

doesn’t chip, so the material will maintain its look for many years. When most other materials need replacing, 

Staron® continues to perform. 

Staron® can be used in endless applications throughout a house or apartment environment. Extend Staron® 

past the benchtop into the splashback for an integrated finish. Other design options such as integrated 

heatrods, drainers and endless edge profiles are also available. The possibilities are endless, and the ideas 

are only limited by your creativity.

Benchtop in Staron® colour Metallic Yukon. Design by Mal Corboy, Mal Corboy Design Ltd.  



BATHROOM
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Images below - left to right: 
1. Shower wall in Staron® colours: Bright White and Sanded Onyx. 
2. Curved vanity in Staron® colour: Bright White.
3. Curved bath tub made with Staron® colour: Bright White. Design by Simone Micheli.
4. Custom vanity bowl made with glass and Staron® in colour: Bright White. 

Create a warm and tranquil bathroom environment that will transform into a sanctuary. Use Staron® to create 

formed vanity bowls, vanity tops, walls, floors, shelving and bath tubs.

With a seamless finish, Staron® provides a continuous surface with no open joins. Use one of three standard 

vanity bowls - or push the boundaries of design by creating a custom vanity space. Use long drop down edges 

and curves for a dramatic elegance that is unique in design and function. 

Use Staron® to create a thermoformed bathtub that will feature as an art-like structure in the bathroom. 

Continue Staron® to the bath surrounds for an integrated look that is easy to maintain. 

Combined with a Staron® vanity top, a high use wet area will be totally renewable. With a large selection 

of colours to select from, Staron® will suit any taste. Non-porous in nature, no stain can penetrate into the 

material - providing a functionally and aesthetically pleasing surface. 

Imagine a bathroom with no grout lines! Staron® wall paneling provides a smooth and seamless finish with 

no dirt-trapping crevices, no mould and no mildew. Staron® prevents the growth of bacteria or mould making 

cleaning easy along with healthy living and creative design possibilities.

Onda Washplane® by Omvivo made with Staron® in Bright White.



ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES
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The durable and non-porous nature of Staron® makes it the perfect solution for any room in the home. Staron® 

can be used in the laundry as durable and seamless work tops. It can also be used as furniture including dining 

tables, side and coffee tables, even seating. 

The renewable nature of Staron® also means that the surface can easily be buffed after years of use - extending 

the life of your application and ensuring it always looks good, even in a busy family home.

The use of Staron® for furniture can also extend into the home office to create integrated desks. Make 

interesting designs by routing or carving into the surface, inlay multiple colours of Staron®, or extend Staron® 

to interesting table bases for an integrated look. 

Create chairs, cabinets, storage solutions, shelving and unlimited other applications. If you can dream it, you 

can create it with Staron®.  

Images below - left to right: 
1. Leisure chair in Staron® colour: Bright White. 
2. Laundry work top in Staron® colour Pearl. Design by David Ellwood, Design & Decorate.
3. Integrated desk space using thermoformed Staron® colour: Bright White.
4. Dining table top and chairs in Staron® colour:  Bright White..

Breakfast area feauturing Staron® benchtop in colour Sanded Icicle. Design by Interiors by Darren James.



Staron® Standard Integrated Kitchen Sinks

A3201 A3211A3181

W 326mm 
H 416mm
D 180mm

A1121 A1131 A1181 A1231 A2341^A2321*^

Staron® Standard Integrated Bathroom Vanity Bowls 

A2311

Sinks available in colour Bright White. Pearl available by special 
order. A1181 and A3181 standard colours include: Bright White 
and Pearl.  All dimensions listed are external measurements. For all 
other full sink measurements visit  www.staron.com.au *650mm 
benchtop width required. ̂ Right sink is deeper than left sink. Depth 
shown is the measurment of the deeper sink. 
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W 341mm
H 460mm
D 148mm

W 460mm
H 460mm
D 225mm

W 592mm
H 482mm
D 202mm

W 794mm
H 481mm
D 250mm

W 834mm
H 548mm
D 244mm

W 886mm
H 486mm
D 206mm

W 462mm 
H 376mm
D 156mm

W 517mm 
H 386mm
D 157mm

W 548mm 
H 396mm
D 173mm

Standard Staron® Edge Profiles

Square Edge Pencil Round Half Nose

The following edge profiles are amongst the most popular. Staron® offers the design flexibility and freedom 

to create your own custom and personalised edge profile. Ask your Staron® supplier about more edge profile 

options available.  Most benchtops in Staron® are a standard 38mm thick, however the flexibility of Staron® 

means that any benchtop thickness can be created with minimal effort, and staying within your budget. Many 

other materials only offer a 20mm standard thickness.

Integrated Heat Rods

Fully integrated into Staron® - heat rods offer a permanent place for hot pots and pans to rest. 

The rods also lift for easy cleaning. 

Tile Cove & Splashback
A tile cove offers a smooth and clean finish at the back of your benchtop, where the benchtop 

meets the splashback. A 10mm tile cove will eliminate dirt and germ crevices and allow a 

smooth join to your splashback.  Add a Staron® splashback for a seamless kitchen benchtop 

with no open joins.

BullnoseShark NoseBevel

STARON® SHAPE OPTIONS

Integrated Drainer

Fully integrated into the Staron® benchtop - a drainer can be fabricated next to your sink for a clean look that 

is easy to maintain. Ask your Certified Staron® Fabricator about the design options available.

Staron® standard integrated A2311 double kitchen sink in Bright White.

Staron® standard integrated A3181 vanity bowl in Bright White.
Staron® integrated drainer next to integrated sink. 
Kitchen design by All City Bathrooms & Kitchens. Photography: Vicki Morskate Photography. 



SURFACE NON-POROUS RENEWABLE SEAMLESS
UV 

STABILITY
HYGIENE

Staron® Solid Surfaces a a a a a
Laminate r r r r a
Marble r r r a r
Reconstituted Stone r r r r a
Stainless Steel a r r a a
Tiles a r r a r
Timber r a r r r
Granite r r r a r

BENCHTOP COMPARISON
Staron® has unique performance properties. When you are researching your benchtop surface take into 

consideration that the benchtop is one of the most used materials in the kitchen. Therefore, your benchtop 

choice should offer beauty and function. Here is a a comparison of benchtop materials:

Most dirt and stains are easily cleaned by using warm soapy water or an ammonia-based 

cleanser.  For a deep clean, use a white Scotch-Brite® pad and an abrasive cleanser such as Jif - 

and clean in a circular motion. Complete the clean by wiping with a soft damp cloth. These steps 

will rejuvenate the surface, buff away fine scratches, and keep your Staron® surface looking fresh 

and clean for many years to come. Detailed information about caring for Staron® can be found at 

www.staron.com.au

SIMPLE CLEANING

Pebble Seastar 
(5% pre-consumer recycled

resin and chip content)

Aspen Snow  
(10% pre-consumer recycled 

resin and chip content)

Sanded Noir 
(30% pre-consumer recycled

resin and chip content)

Aspen Mine  
(10% pre-consumer recycled

resin and chip content)

Staron® is non-toxic creating a safe environment for nature, people and animals. It has GREENGUARD Indoor 

Air Quality Certification, and also meets the more stringent GREENGUARD for Children & Schools Certification. 

The renewable nature of Staron® also extends its life span creating less need for waste.

The Encore Collection offers a selection of colours with a guaranteed percentage of pre-consumer recycled 

resin and chip content for heightened sustainability in design. Aspen Snow (minimum 10%), Pebble Seastar 

(minimum 5%), Sanded Noir (minimum 30%), Aspen Mine (minimum 10%) are part of the collection and 

have been certified by Scientific Certification Systems, a leader in certifying independent environmental 

claims - recognising Staron® for the use of recycled material.

ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY

Staron® custom designed integrated sink.
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INSPIRE YOUR DESIGN  WITH STARON® COLOURS

The Colours of Staron® Solid Surfaces: The common group names used on all the colours of Staron® represent the price range that each colour is in. From most expensive to most affordable the price ranges are in order by: 1. (Tempest) 2. (Metallic, Talus, Pebble, Aspen) 3. (Sanded) 4. (Solid - plain colours) 5. Bright 
White. The printed colours of Staron® are representations only. Please see a product sample to ensure you are happy with your colour selection. Colours that display the (E) symbol are a part of the ‘Encore Collecton’ and contain a guaranteed percentage of pre-consumer recycled resin and chip content.  Each colour 
displays a percentage to show how much recycled content it contains. Darker colours may show every day wear and tear, including light scratching, more readily in high use horizontal areas (eg.kitchen benchtop). To ensure we meet your expectations, customers should be aware of the extra care needed. Scratching is 
not considered a product defect and hence not covered by the 10 year warranty. These colours are marked with an asterisk (*).

Aspen Stucco 
AS 644

Aspen Milk
AM 622

Aspen Chemise
AC 646

Aspen Putty
AP 647

Pebble Buff
PB 849

Pebble Seastar
PS 843 (E-5%)

Sanded Chestnut*
SC 456

Sanded Noir
SN 485 (E-30%)

Pebble Chocolate*
PC 855

Bright White
BW 010

Sanded Icicle
SI 414

Metallic Yukon
EY 510

Pebble Frost
PF 812

Pebble Ice
PL 811

Pebble Coral
PC 817

Aspen Glacier
AG 612

Pebble Swan 
PS 813

Aspen Snow
AS 610 (E-10%)

Pearl
SP 011

Sanded Cream
SM 421

Sanded Birch
SB 412

Sanded Dover
SD 413

Pebble Lagoon
PL 814

Talus Coral
TC 210

Natural
SV 041

Ivory
SI 040

Pebble Straw
PS 819

Talus Luna
TL 385

Sanded Grey
TG 420

Pebble Grey
PG 810

Steel* 
ST 023

Pebble Blue
PB 870

Pebble Saratoga
PS 820

Sanded Gold Dust
SG 441

Pebble Gold
PG 840

Sanded Ginger
SG 431

Talus Sandbar
TS 345

Aspen Pepper
AP 640

Aspen Brown
AG 632

Talus Oyster
TC 310

Sanded Mocha
SM 453

Aspen Mine
AM 633 (E-10%)

Pebble Ebony*
PE 814

Pebble Sienna*
PS 852

Sanded Onyx*
SO 423

Metallic Galaxy*
EG 595

Sunflower*
SS 042

Univers*
SU 053

California Poppy*
SC 052

Tempest Meteor
FM 111

Tempest Pinnacle
FP 112

Tempest Confection
FC 116

Tempest Horizon
FH 114

Tempest Twilight
FT 113

Tempest Whippoorwill
FW 145

Tempest Zenith
FZ 184

Tempest Milestone
FM 185

Tempest Gold Leaf*
FG 196

Tempest Coffee Bean*
FC 158

Tempest Shimmer* 
(Radiance) FR 148

Tempest Blaze*
FB 147

Tempest Sandpiper
FS 121

Tempest Shell
FS 115

Tempest Caraway
FC 155

THE EARTH COLLECTION 

LIGHTS & WHITES

GREYS

NATURALS

DARKS

VIVIDS

TEMPEST

Aspen Lily 
AL 645

Onyx* 
ON 095

14

Aspen Glow 
AG636

NEW! 

Sanded Papyrus
SP474

NEW! 

Sanded Heron
SH 428

NEW! NEW! 

Sanded Clay
SC 475

Sanded Tundra
ST 482

NEW! 

NEW! 

BLUES
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Mountain Bluebird*
SM 075

Pebble Chiffon
PC 842

Pebble Limestone
PL 848

Quasar White
SQ019

NEW! 

Tempest Sonoma
FS 143



www.staron.com.au

Specifications State       Trade

0417 417 624 NSW 0403 287 597

0407 842 037 VIC 0407 842 037

0417 189 121 WA 0407 842 700

0407 617 040 SA 0407 617 040

0414 481 319 QLD 0438 112 291

0439 748 760 FAR NORTH QLD 0439 748 760

0428 267 685 NT 0428 267 685

0439 578 059 HOBART 0439 320 877

0418 145 573 LAUNCESTON 0448 810 305

ABN 53 104 756 925 
Phone: 02 9822 7055  • Fax: 02 9822 7066

sales@austaron.com.au

twitter.com/StaronAUSfacebook.com/StaronSolidSurfaces youtube.com/StaronAUS

For updated technical bulletins, news, colours or to request a sample visit:


